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Foreword 

Towards the fringes of any conurbation exists land that is in a state of flux. Developments may come and go

to be replaced, or rather reoccupied, by nature. Losq’s paintings seek to describe these borderlands and

capture the benign battles waged between man and nature. As flora reclaims the spaces with fresh growth

concealing man-made structures, so graffiti artists tag the structures in an effort to stake their own territorial

claim. The term Terra Infirma, or ‘fragile land’, describes these points of connection. As Losq explains, she

“aims to evoke an uncertain world hovering at the edges of a symbolic ‘Clearing’, where the wilderness and

chaos oppose civilisation and order and in which beauty and neglect are interchangeable.”

Losq’s use of watercolour reflects her art historical background, which includes a significant study of 18th

century British art. Being highly portable and quick drying, watercolour was the medium of choice for artists

exploring the continent in the age of the Grand Tour and for those who sought out the wilder fringes of the

British Isles in their hunt for the Picturesque. Whereas artists such as David Roberts may have depicted the

ruins of Ancient Greece and Rome to bring home a snapshot of their classical beauty, Losq travels lesser

distances with similar intentions. She uses traditional media to depict modern-day ruins and address

contemporary notions of beauty. Her work is not topographical but the landscapes are real places, including

the disused railway line joining Finsbury Park to Highgate, the River Wandle in Wandsworth and the Feltham

Pits (old sewage beds near the defunct Feltham Marshalling Yards). 

Losq’s work is directly informed by her studies of the Picturesque, which she undertook as an undergraduate

at London’s Courtauld Institute of Art. The Picturesque was a reaction against the classical understanding of

Beauty, where aesthetic pleasure is defined by preconceived rules, and the concept of the Sublime, where

nature is employed to evoke our fear of what lies beyond a rational understanding of the world. Losq’s

beautiful renditions of the pastoral landscape are punctuated by contemporary ruins to produce a 21st

century Picturesque vista. Yet these scenes are interrupted by the threat of an unknown presence, evidenced

in part by the graffiti tags, which brings an element of the Sublime to the work. The dark recesses allow the

imagination of the viewer to place where that threat might be lurking. This creates both an uneasy feeling

and a visceral thrill. The ‘Englishness’ of the imagery also plays into our understanding of the Picturesque. 

Losq’s work is painstaking and meticulous. Layers of watercolour are built up on the sheet with passages of a

resist used to maintain white areas. Over the top of the watercolour, further glazes of ink are added to lend

extra depth to the colour. Colour has recently become a more central element to Losq’s painting, particularly

in her smaller scale works that depict the graffiti strewn pits at Feltham. Her influences include the Hudson

River School and English artists such as Samuel Palmer. Her use of watercolour and particular method of

application seem entirely in keeping with those traditions, although Losq is interested in expanding the

possibilities of the medium.

From her time as an undergraduate at Wimbledon College of Art (when we first were introduced to her

work), Losq has experimented with scale, occasionally producing large room-sized installations, but also more

domestically-sized dioramas that are conventionally framed rather than installed. In these works, Losq layers

sheets of painted paper to create landscapes that work on a three dimensional level. She builds up sheets of

paper with ever decreasing apertures, much like a theatre set, in which perspectival space is married to an

actual recession into depth. The theatricality of these pieces is enhanced by the occasional partially

concealed character. The viewer becomes aware of what lies behind and beyond what is seen. These

characters, often derived from Victorian newspaper print images, occasionally inhabit the two dimensional

works and add a certain undefined narrative element.

Our exhibition culminates with a bold collaboration with the artist’s partner, the furniture designer David

Penrose. Their work, Sentinel, is essentially a non-functional piece of furniture where the architectural form

of the woodwork is balanced against the floral patterning of Losq’s painting. The paintings are laid over

sweeping forms that project from the drawers. The union between the rural and urban environments is

further enhanced by the clever use of inlay on the wood. The inlay is essentially abstract, but clearly derived

from the structure of pylons.

How you interpret Losq’s work is down to how you feel about the areas she describes. Some may love the

vibrancy and imagery of the graffiti, others may recoil against it. Losq is not making a political statement

about urban sprawl or the misuse of land. She rather presents us with an actuality and invites us to make our

own conclusions on the definition of contemporary beauty by using a pictorial language and medium that we

can all understand. Irrespective of the environment they describe, it is difficult to argue against the beauty of

the paintings that these landscapes inspired.

Jamie Anderson
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